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INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, the focus of the diagnostic frame-
work for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has been gradually shifted 
toward very early stages, such as the preclinical asymptomat-
ic state.1 A new disease model of AD stresses risk factor as-
sessment, early detection, and intervention.2 In this context, 
mild cognitive impairment (MCI), which is known as a pre-
cursor of dementia including AD,3 has been a research focus. 
In particular, considerable number of recent studies provid-
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ed progression rates from MCI to AD dementia and aimed 
to improve the accuracy of predictors of such conversion.4-14 
However, individuals with MCI already experience disturbed 
cognitive function, and although it is generally very mild, it 
can be also challenging for these individuals as well as their 
family. Therefore, reliable prediction markers for MCI would 
help to accelerate intervention.

Surprisingly fewer studies, however, have focused on pre-
dictors of MCI than on predictors of AD. Studies on MCI 
prediction have shown inconsistent results. For example, 
some of the studies reported that poor episodic memory per-
formance was a risk factor for developing MCI,15,16 but one 
recent study reported that poor executive function, not epi-
sodic memory, at baseline was associated with a future MCI 
diagnosis.17 Additionally, there were other studies that dem-
onstrated that poor everyday functioning at baseline was as-
sociated with a future MCI diagnosis, even after adjusting for 
cognitive abilities.18,19 Therefore, effective neuropsychological 
markers for predicting MCI remain unclear.
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Pre-mild cognitive impairment (pre-MCI) is an interme-
diate state between cognitively normal (CN) and MCI.3,20 In-
dividuals with pre-MCI exhibit mild functional changes mea-
sured by Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale, but their 
objective cognitive change is so subtle that it fall within nor-
mal range and does not meet MCI criteria. The label of “pre-
MCI” is one of various terms indicating the status between 
normal aging and MCI, for example, subjective cognitive im-
pairment (SCI),21 or subjective cognitive concerns.22 Among 
such terms pre-MCI could be the most later stage in the con-
tinuum between CN and MCI. However, whether pre-MCI 
can be considered as a precursor to MCI or not remained un-
clear. For early detection and effective treatment of AD and 
MCI, a clinical course for pre-MCI would be of a large inter-
est. In spite of the importance of pre-MCI in clinical and re-
search settings, little is known about the natural course of pre-
MCI and predictors of the progression to subsequent decline, 
such as MCI or dementia. 

Only two studies performed followed-up approach for pre-
MCI.3,23 One longitudinal study reported higher rates of pro-
gression to MCI or AD than to CN, suggesting that pre-MCI 
is a true precursor to MCI.23 However, these studies exam-
ined dementia predictors, not MCI predictors. It is neces-
sary to investigate baseline neuropsychological characteristics 
of individuals with pre-MCI who will progress to MCI and 
those of individuals who will remain stable.

In the current study, therefore, we prospectively followed 
individuals with pre-MCI and CN elders for about one year. 
We investigated the conversion rate from pre-MCI to MCI 
and compared with that of CN. We also aimed to identify clin-
ical and neuropsychological prediction markers for rapid 
conversion to MCI.

METHODS

Participants
At baseline, 77 individuals with pre-MCI and 180 CN el-

derly individuals were recruited from a pool of individuals 
registered at the National Research Center for Dementia in 
Gwangju, Korea, from January 2014 to July 2015. We fol-
lowed-up with them after a mean of 14±2.29 months. De-
tailed information regarding participants at baseline has been 
reported previously.20 Briefly, individuals with pre-MCI were 
diagnosed as such if their CDR score was 0.5 (memory sub-
domain is 0.5), and their neuropsychological performance 
was within a normal range, that is, all test z-scores were above 
-1.5 according to age-, education-, and gender-specific norms. 
According to Morris et al, the global CDR score of 0.5 includes 
three different groups: 1) those who show impairment in 
memory and at least 3 of the 5 remaining CDR domains [CDR 

0.5/Dementia of Alzheimer Type (DAT)], 2) those who show 
impairment in memory and 2 or fewer remaining CDR do-
mains (CDR 0.5/incipient DAT), and 3) those who show im-
pairment in memory only or the impairment is doubtful (CDR 
0.5/uncertain dementia).24 Our participants with pre-MCI 
were all in the category of the third one. All CN participants 
had a CDR score of 0 and neuropsychological performance 
within a normal range. Exclusion criteria for all participants 
were as follows: 1) evidence of focal brain lesions on MRI, 
including lacunes and white matter hyperintensity lesions of 
grade 2 or more, according to the Fazeka scale;25 2) illiteracy; 
3) severe visual or hearing loss; 4) any type of dementia or 
MCI; 5) any significant neurologic, medical, or psychiatric dis-
orders that could affect mental function; and 6) current use 
of psychoactive medications. 

Baseline clinical and neuropsychological assessment
All participants were examined with a clinical interview, 

which included an assessment of CDR. The CDR is a widely 
used measure of dementia severity that provides 5 levels of 
impairment (staging 0, 0.5, 1, 2, or 3) and has 6 subdomains 
(memory, orientation, judgment and problem solving, func-
tion in community affairs, home and hobbies, and personal 
care).26,27 The CDR sum of boxes (SOB) score is calculated 
with possible scores ranging from 0 to 18. Medical history, in-
cluding stroke or family history of dementia, and instrumen-
tal activities of daily living (IADL)28 were assessed. The Kore-
an version of the Dementia Screening Questionnaire (DSQ),29 
a self-report format of cognitive screening tool, was also ad-
ministered. It consists of 15 items with a 3-point scale regard-
ing general cognitive changes in everyday life over the past 1 
year. The cutoff score was suggested to be 6.29 In addition, 
the Subjective Memory Complaints (SMC)30 and the Geriatric 
Depression Scale (GDS)31 were also administered in a self-re-
port format. 

A comprehensive neuropsychological assessment was per-
formed using the Seoul Neuropsychological Screening Bat-
tery (SNSB), which covers five cognitive domains.32 The at-
tention domain was assessed using a forward and backward 
digit span test. The language domain was assessed using a 
shortened version of the Boston Naming Test (BNT; 15 item 
version, Form A). The visuospatial domain was assessed us-
ing the copying test from the Rey Complex Figure Test (RCFT 
copy). The memory domain was assessed by six measures, in-
cluding the Seoul Verbal Learning Test (SVLT) immediate 
recall (SVLT_imm), 20-minute delayed recall (SVLT_delayed), 
and yes-no recognition (SVLT_rec), RCFT immediate recall 
(RCFT_imm), 20-minute delayed recall (RCFT_delayed), and 
yes-no recognition (RCFT_rec). The frontal/executive domain 
was assessed using category fluency tests (animal and super-
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RESULTS

Participant characteristics
Of 257 participants, 142 (55.3%) were eligible for the fol-

low-up study (102 CN, 40 pre-MCI). The reasons for dropout 
were: loss of contact (n=19), refusal to participate (n=63), 
poor medical condition (n=19), and other (n=14). The fol-
low-up rate was 56.7% for CN and 51.9% for pre-MCI, and 
there were no group differences in the follow-up rates (Figure 
1). When we compared baseline characteristics of subjects 
who completed follow-up (FU) and those who did not FU (no 
FU), men (65.8%) followed up more than women (50.6%). 
Digit span forward (p=0.039) and MMSE score (p=0.003) in 
FU were higher than in no FU. There were no differences be-
tween these two groups by age, education, GDS, SMC, ADL, 
DSQ, and other NP scores.

In the pre-MCI group, 13 (33%) converted to MCI and 
were labeled pre-MCIcon. In contrast, 18 (45%) were stable 
pre-MCI and 9 (23%) were reverted to CN, and they were la-
beled pre-MCInoncon. In the CN group, among those who 
completed follow-up assessment, 7 (7%) and 8 (8%) convert-
ed to MCI and pre-MCI, respectively. These were labeled as 
CNcon. In contrast, 73 (73%) were stable CN and were la-
beled CNnoncon. Significantly more individuals in the pre-
MCI group converted to MCI than in CN group (χ2

df=1=15.61, 
p<0.001). Individuals (n=14, 14%) who were stable with a 
CDR score of 0 but showed an MRI abnormality (evidence of 
focal brain lesions on MRI, including lacunes and white mat-
ter hyperintensity lesions of grade 2 or more) or a cognitive 
abnormality (test z-scores were below -1.5 according to age-, 
education-, and gender-specific norms) at the 2nd evalua-

market lists), a phonemic fluency test (total score for ‘ㄱ’ /g/, 
‘ㅅ’ /s/, and ‘O’ /y/), the Stroop test (color naming in color-
word incongruent condition), and Trail Making Tests (TMT) 
A and B. The global cognition was assessed using the Mini 
Mental State Examination (MMSE).

Follow-up assessment 
Each participant underwent the same clinical interview as 

they did in the baseline evaluation, including the CDR des-
ignation and neuropsychological assessment procedure. MCI 
was diagnosed according to consensus criteria:33 1) the per-
son is neither normal nor demented; 2) there is evidence of 
cognitive deterioration shown by either decline measured 
objectively over time and/or a subjective report of decline by 
the self and/or an informant, in conjunction with objective 
cognitive deficits; and 3) activities of daily living are preserved, 
and complex instrumental functions are either intact or mini-
mally impaired. In terms of the criteria for 2), objective cog-
nitive change was identified by the neuropsychological per-
formance z-scores (1.5 and below) mentioned above. The 
final clinical diagnosis was made after reviewing all the avail-
able information in the consensus case conferences.

Statistical analysis
The pre-MCI group was divided into 2 subgroups accord-

ing to diagnosis at the time of the second evaluation: those 
who converted to MCI (pre-MCIcon), and those who did not 
convert to MCI (pre-MCInoncon). All individuals who were 
stable or reverted to CN were included in the pre-MCInoncon 
group. The CN group was also divided into 2 subgroups ac-
cording to diagnosis at the time of the second evaluation: 
those who converted to MCI or pre-MCI (CNcon), and those 
who were stable CN (CNnoncon). Demographic and clinical 
data were compared between groups using separate one-
way analyses of variance (ANOVA) and χ2 tests for continuous 
and categorical variables, respectively. For neuropsychological 
performance, z-scores according to age-, education-, and gen-
der-specific norms were compared between groups using one-
way ANOVAs. Multivariable logistic regression analysis with 
stepwise selection was performed in order to examine the abil-
ity of neuropsychological tests to predict conversions. These 
analyses were performed using SPSS version 21.0 for Win-
dows (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA); p-values less than 0.05 
were considered significant. 

Ethical approval
The Institutional Review Board of Chosun University Hos-

pital approved the present study (CHOSUN 2013-12-018-
053). Written informed consent was obtained from each par-
ticipant.

257 participants at baseline
CN: 180, pre-MCI: 77

115 no follow-up
refusal: 63

loss of contact: 19
poor medical condition: 19

other reasons: 14

102 CN
stable CN: 73

pre-MCI conversion: 8
MCI conversion: 7

NP or MRI abnormality: 14

40 pre-MCI
stable pre-MCI: 18
MCI conversion: 13

CN reversion: 9 

142 follow-up
CN: 102, pre-MCI: 40 

 
 

Figure 1. Flow chart of follow-up study. CN: cognitively normal, 
pre-MCI: pre-mild cognitive impairment, MCI: mild cognitive im-
pairment.
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tion were excluded from the further analysis. 

Baseline characteristics of converters and 
non-converters

In the pre-MCI group, the converters were older (p=0.048), 
and showed lower SVLT_rec score (p=0.018), and lower RCFT 
_delayed score (p=0.042) (Table 1) than those in pre-MCInoncon. 
In the CN group, the converters’ education levels were lower 
(p=0.018) and DSQ scores were higher (p=0.013) than those 
in CNnoncon. The converters also showed lower BNT scores (p= 
0.035), RCFT copy scores (p=0.001), and marginally lower 
RCFT_rec scores (p=0.059) (Table 2). In both groups, there were 
no significant differences between converters and non-con-
verters in SMC, GDS, IADL, and rest of the neuropsycho-
logical tests, including MMSE.

Prediction models for the conversion to MCI
Given the significantly different scores that resulted from 

the ANOVA tests, multivariable logistic regression analysis 
with stepwise selection was performed to examine the ability 
of such scores to predict conversions. In the pre-MCI group, 
only the RCFT_delayed score significantly predicted the con-
version to MCI (OR=0.26; 95% CI, 0.07–0.96; p=0.044) (Ta-
ble 3). In the CN group, only the RCFT copy score (OR=0.15; 
95% CI, 0.04–0.61; p=0.008) significantly predicted the con-
version to pre-MCI or MCI.  

DISCUSSION

The identification of individuals in very early stages of the 
AD spectrum is a high priority in both research and clinical 
settings. We prospectively followed pre-MCI and CN older 
adults who were all recruited from the community. We com-
pared baseline characteristics of neuropsychological measures 
between converters and non-converters at a one-year follow-
up. Our study revealed that although objective neuropsycho-
logical performance is within normal, individuals with pre-
MCI were more likely to convert to MCI than CN elderly 
individuals. It also suggested that RCFT copy and delayed re-
call performance acted as prognostic markers for rapid con-
version to MCI or pre-MCI.

Among individuals with pre-MCI, 33% were converted to 
MCI at a one-year follow-up. Among CN individuals, 7% were 
converted to MCI at a one-year follow-up, which is largely 
consistent with the findings of previous studies that used com-
munity-based recruitment.15-17,22 Eight percent of CN were 
converted to pre-MCI, which is also similar to the findings in 
previous reports.23 Compared to the CN conversion rate, in-
dividuals with pre-MCI were significantly more liked to con-
vert. Very few studies have focused on the clinical course of 

Table 1. Clinical and neuropsychological characteristics at base-
line in pre-mild cognitive impairment subgroups*

preMCIcon preMCInoncon p-value

N 13 27

Age (SD), y† 75.54 (4.63) 72.67 (3.93) 0.048

Education (SD), y 12.08 (4.65) 10.30 (4.30) 0.240

Female, N 6 21 0.072

SMC 3.31 (2.78) 4.63 (3.38) 0.229

IADL 0.12 (0.14) 0.10 (0.13) 0.547

GDS 6.54 (4.65) 8.19 (5.40) 0.352

MMSE -0.18 (0.75) 0.04 (0.71) 0.376

Attention

DSF -0.44 (1.27) 0.62 (1.00) 0.627

DSB 0.20 (1.55) 0.37 (0.93) 0.661

Language

BNT 0.37 (0.82) 0.30 (0.93) 0.811

Visuospatial functions

RCFT copy 0.31 (0.60) 0.51 (0.44) 0.256

Memory

SVLT_imm -0.18 (0.38) 0.15 (1.03) 0.267

SVLT_delayed -0.29 (0.67) 0.22 (1.06) 0.124

SVLT_rec† -0.30 (0.91) 0.39 (0.79) 0.018

RCFT_imm -0.05 (1.03) 0.24 (0.91) 0.357

RCFT_delayed† -0.12 (0.64) 0.37 (0.73) 0.042

RCFT_rec 0.01 (0.81) 0.34 (0.76) 0.202

Executive functions

Fluency_A -0.03 (0.83) 0.04 (0.75) 0.783

Fluency_P -0.32 (0.97) 0.27 (0.83) 0.055

Stroop 0.04 (0.89) 0.40 (0.91) 0.250

TMT_A -0.02 (0.53) 0.29 (0.52) 0.089

TMT_B 0.36 (0.67) 0.24 (0.60) 0.585

*neuropsychological data presented as group mean z-scores based 
on age-, education-, and gender specific normative information 
(standard deviation), †significant group-difference. pre-MCIcon: 
pre-mild cognitive impairment group who converted to mild cog-
nitive impairment, pre-MCInoncon: pre-mild cognitive impairment 
group who did not convert to MCI, SMC: subjective memory 
complaints, IADL: instrumental activities of daily living, GDS: ge-
riatric depression scale, DSQ: dementia screening questionnaire, 
MMSE: mini mental status examination, DSF: digit span forward, 
DSB: digit span backward, BNT: Boston naming test (15 item), 
RCFT copy: Rey complex figure test copy score, SVLT_imm: Seoul 
verbal learning test, immediate recall score, SVLT_delayed: SVLT, 
delayed recall score, SVLT_rec: SVLT, recognition score, RCFT_
imm: RCFT, immediate recall score, RCFT_delayed: RCFT, de-
layed recall score, RCFT_rec: RCFT, recognition score, Fluency_A: 
fluency score for animal, Fluency_P: fluency score for 3 Korean al-
phabet, Stoop: Stroop score for color naming in color-word in in-
congruent condition, TMT: trail making test
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pre-MCI. Only two studies have explored the clinical course of 
pre-MCI longitudinally.3,23 Our results largely correspond with 
these previous studies, for example, similar conversion rates 
(e.g., Duara et al.23 reported 28.6% progressed to MCI) and 
significantly more converted to MCI than CN. In terms of 
objective neuropsychological tests, individuals with CN and 
pre-MCI were all within a normal range of performance, but 
their CDR scores were 0 and 0.5, respectively. As previous stud-
ies pointed out, CDR can detect intraindividual cognitive 
changes,3,23 and therefore, it may improve sensitivity for de-
tecting very early cognitive changes, even when objective cog-
nitive function is within a normal limit.3,20 Along with previous 
evidence, the present results also support that identification of 
pre-MCI using the CDR system is helpful for the early detec-
tion of cognitive changes in a longitudinal perspective. 

Our findings that pre-MCI converters were older and 
showed lower levels of verbal and spatial memory performance 
than non-converters at baseline suggest age and memory mea-
sure are sensitive to early changes in the AD spectrum. This is 
not surprising, because old age and poor memory function are 
well-known risk factors for dementia in both CN and MCI in-
dividuals. Further logistic regression analysis indicated that 
pre-MCI elderly individuals with higher performances of spa-
tial memory (i.e., RCFT_delayed score) had decreased proba-
bility of conversion to MCI from pre-MCI. Specifically, pre-
MCI elderly individuals with higher RCFT_delayed scores had 
a 3.8 times higher probability to be stable pre-MCI than pre-
MCI elderly individuals with lower RCFT_delayed scores. 
RCFT is a very complex figure and consists of 18 units. We 
speculate that RCFT delayed recall with an interval of 20 min-
utes would be much more difficult than word list delayed re-
call. Because the pre-MCI stage falls within a relatively earlier 
phase in the AD spectrum, memory measure with higher diffi-
culty level might provide a more efficient assessment of wheth-
er pre-MCI individuals would progress to MCI or remain sta-
ble. However, there are few studies reporting spatial memory 
performance as a risk factor. One possible reason might be 
that a spatial memory measure was not included in many of 
previous studies. For example, several recent conversion stud-
ies8,12,13 had adopted only verbal memory measures. 

On the other hand, CN converters showed lower levels of 
education, lower abilities of naming and RCFT copy, and more 
functional changes in everyday life than the non-converters. 
Among these variables, our logistic regression analysis indi-
cated that CN elderly individuals with higher RCFT copy 
scores had decreased probability of conversion to pre-MCI or 
MCI from CN. Specifically, CN elderly individuals with high-
er RCFT copy scores had a 6.7 times higher probability to be 
stable CN than CN elderly individuals with lower RCFT 
copy scores. RCFT copy simply consists of reproducing a com-

Table 2. Clinical and neuropsychological characteristics at base-
line in cognitively normal subgroups*

CNcon CNnoncon p-value

N 15 73
Age (SD), y 72.87 (3.80) 71.86 (3.72) 0.897

Education (SD), y† 9.53 (5.03) 9.71 (4.39) 0.018

Female, N 5 26 0.866

SMC 3.27 (3.29) 2.82 (2.44) 0.547

IADL 0.03 (0.73) 0.06 (0.12) 0.397

GDS 7.87 (3.70) 7.27 (5.21) 0.677

DSQ† 3.80 (1.6) 2.74 (1.45) 0.013

MMSE 0.13 (0.65) 0.35 (0.72) 0.272

Attention

 DSF 0.36 (1.23) 0.37 (1.15) 0.993

 DSB 0.21 (1.04) 0.08 (1.12) 0.682

Language

BNT† 0.11 (0.75) 0.60 (0.81) 0.035

Visuospatial functions

RCFT copy† -0.01 (0.86) 0.57 (0.54) 0.001

Memory

SVLT_imm 0.28 (0.64) 0.37 (0.85) 0.675

SVLT_delayed 0.07 (0.69) 0.42 (0.96) 0.181

SVLT_rec 0.33 (0.61) 0.56 (0.64) 0.204

RCFT_imm 0.11 (1.09) 0.38 (0.93) 0.324

RCFT_delayed 0.12 (0.93) 0.38 (0.92) 0.322

RCFT_rec 0.59 (0.45) 0.20 (0.76) 0.059

Executive functions

Fluency_A 0.31 (0.88) 0.57 (0.96) 0.337

Fluency_P 0.23 (0.85) 0.33 (0.96) 0.726

 Stroop 0.68 (0.65) 0.63 (0.74) 0.838

 TMT_A 0.47 (0.48) 0.37 (0.55) 0.553
 TMT_B 0.33 (0.63) 0.44 (0.62) 0.556

*neuropsychological data presented as group mean z-scores based 
on age-, education-, and gender specific normative information 
(standard deviation), †significant group-difference. CNcon: cogni-
tively normal elders who converted to mild cognitive impairment 
or pre-mild cognitive impairment, CNnoncon: cognitively normal el-
ders who were stable, SMC: subjective memory complaints, IADL: 
instrumental activities of daily living, GDS: geriatric depression 
scale, DSQ: dementia screening questionnaire, MMSE: mini men-
tal status examination, DSF: digit span forward, DSB: digit span 
backward, BNT: Boston naming test (15 item), RCFT copy: Rey 
complex figure test copy score, SVLT_imm: Seoul verbal learning 
test, immediate recall score, SVLT_delayed: SVLT, delayed recall 
score, SVLT_rec: SVLT, recognition score, RCFT_imm: RCFT, im-
mediate recall score, RCFT_delayed: RCFT, delayed recall score, 
RCFT_rec: RCFT, recognition score, Fluency_A: fluency score for 
animal, Fluency_P: fluency score for 3 Korean alphabet, Stoop: 
Stroop score for color naming in color-word in incongruent condi-
tion, TMT: trail making test
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plex figure. It is a widely used neuropsychological tool for the 
assessment of visuospatial constructional ability. However, 
because of the high complexity of the task figure, it also in-
volves cognitive processes regarding strategic planning and 
organization of a fractional figure into a meaningful percep-
tual one at the time of drawing the complex figure.34 Thus, 
RCFT has the potential to be a useful method for the assess-
ment of frontal lobe or executive function, as well as visuo-
spatial ability. In fact, some previous studies have reported 
that RCFT score was correlated with conventional executive 
function measures and that the score could differentiate sub-
jects with either no, mild, or severe executive dysfunction.35,36 
Therefore, the association between RCFT copy score and clini-
cal progression in our study may reflect that alteration in ex-
ecutive function (i.e., organization and planning) can be a 
very early marker of MCI. This interpretation of the present 
study corresponds with the results of previous studies, which 
reported that poor executive function was associated with 
developing MCI or functional decline.17,37 In addition, a very 
early cognitive sign in the course of AD spectrum might be a 
poor executive function.20

Some limitations and future directions should be discussed. 
First, the dropout rate was considerable during the follow-up 
process, and, consequently, the final sample size was small. 
Participants in the current study were all recruited from com-
munity. This study included individuals with CN and pre-
MCI who had essentially normal performances on objective 
neuropsychological tests. Therefore, there were some individ-
uals who had no need for further visits for clinical and cogni-
tive evaluation. Future studies based on larger sample size, es-
pecially for pre-MCI group, are needed. Second, the present 

study has a relatively short follow-up period. Therefore, our 
results should be interpreted with caution. Predictors discussed 
in our study were limited to prediction of “rapid” conversion. 
A longer follow-up period would provide broader perspec-
tive. Third, our results were based on clinical and neuropsy-
chological factors only. Inclusion of biological markers such 
as the apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotype or conduction of 
a neuroimaging study may increase predictive power in ad-
dition to allowing analysis of neuropsychological markers. 
Although biomarkers have the potential to show good pre-
diction information, biomarker studies are not always feasi-
ble in clinical situations. Our study’s focus on neuropsycho-
logical tests allows it to be more easily applicable to general 
clinical settings. Lastly, future conversion studies are advised 
to include sensitive measures of visuospatial reproduction 
and memory for complex figures in order to detect very early 
change in the AD spectrum. 

In conclusion, our findings indicated that individuals with 
pre-MCI are more likely to convert to MCI compared to CN 
individuals. Performance of spatial delayed recall at baseline 
was especially associated with rapid conversion from pre-
MCI to MCI. Moreover, spatial organization and planning, 
measured by reproduction of a complex figure, were associat-
ed with rapid conversion from CN to pre-MCI or MCI. Our 
study suggests that inclusion of measures of visuospatial re-
production and memory using a complex figure further fa-
cilitates early detection of MCI.
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